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A more accurate rating will be 1.5 stars. This book is a series of speeches, and as such, it is a mixed bag that is repeated at some points. Most of the things she accuses of male sexuality are misunderstood religion (for example, I don't think Deuteronomy 21, 10-14 reads as an excuse for rape... On the contrary, the fact
that a woman cannot be sold if she rejects it, prohibits slavery and profits) even by the men who professed them, or things that are religi more accurate rating will be 1.5 stars. This book is a series of speeches, and as such, it is a mixed bag that is repeated at some points. Most of the things she accuses of male sexuality
are misunderstood religion (for example, I don't think Deuteronomy 21, 10-14 reads as an excuse for rape... on the contrary, the fact that a woman cannot be sold if she rejects it prohibits slavery and profits) even by the men who professed them, or that religion explicitly condemns, such as some psychological schools.
There is no mention of Islam, although there is a mention of their practice. It is also worth emphasizing that she does not seem to believe in the myth of the original matriarchy, but still considers outrageous things like rape to be the basis for marriage, and without any evidence, presents it as an ever-increasing epidemic,
while she says there is no substantial evidence to suggest that women are better off than they were many years ago. There are historical errors (Columbus did not find that the Earth was round, even the Greeks knew it before it, the involvement of the Spaniards in the slave trade was not so great compared to other
countries such as Portugal and the United States, St. Thomas Aquinas denied women defective men no less than 5 times in Summa Theologica), and I will have to explore more to debunk her nine million killed Inquisition number that doesn't seem reliable. It does well to dismantle the claim that the first wave of feminists
were racist, and challenge specific things as we see men and women, this polarity (absolute) weakness against strength, (absolute) fear against courage, (absolute) powerlessness against power. I'm not sure her decisions are all that liberating: for her to argue that women should regain their ability to develop a life, she
fails by advocating abortion. It just doesn't fit. I'm also wondering how she can quote Beauvoir as a reliable source at all if she has contempt for lesbians. Its rejection of equality based on the imitation of the male model has its own misconceptions, but it is still interesting to think about in connection with liberal feminism
and contains some good elements. Most of these speeches were given right before the explosion of the strange so I wonder how she would have changed them to account for this, especially for the disturbing bits against rape, which she suggested, for example, a reduction in the unrealistic age of consent or the
elimination of evidence as a necessity of conviction (p. 43). Even if some rape cases are hard to prove, they can be proven: just look at the Nassar case. Yes, it went on for years, and the victim alone is already too much, but the imprisonment of an innocent man is tantamount to leaving the rapist to run free. And while
she condemns the masculine all, she thinks that men are able to collaborate in this woman led the revolution, even standing on the sides. ... more apologies to Andrea Dworkin, who dislikes book critics and who, fourteen years after her death, from myocarditis, at fifty-eight, is being subjected to a round of us again. I
have never written for a cowardly or passive or foolish reader, the exact characteristics of most reviewers, she wrote in the foreword to the second edition of Intercors, a work in which her theory of heterosexual sex was presented as a violation, use and abuse at the same time and the key to reducing the human status of
women, among other descriptions. Over-trained but functionally illiterate, gang members, swarms who make their rides on shooting in print, reviewers seemed to strip her of the credibility of her personal experiences of rape, prostitution and domestic violence, which they don't understand, and shrug off literary criticism in
a book they also don't understand. I'll check back ten years to see what you all think, she wrote in a caustic letter to the Times, in 1987, responding to his pot of the first edition of Intercors. In the meantime, I suggest you examine your ethics to see how you managed to avoid discussing anything real or even vaguely
intelligent about my work and the political issues it raises. From the fight arose the idea that she believed that all sex was rape, which, along with her curly hair, trash jumpsuits, and uncompromising positions on sex work and sadomasochism, came to personify radical feminist hostility throughout the nineteen-eighties
and nineties. Dworkin is widely seen as asexual and anti-sex, feminism-image problem embodied, hated by various liberal denominations and - except when it was a campaign against pornography-conservatives alike. Although she tempered her disdain for creating stupidity with a mischievously blunt sense of humor and
a deep belief that people could explore their ethics and changes, her reputation always preceded her work, and she knew it. In the foreground, her insight as a reader, or her pathos as a human being, did not help much. While she was working on Intercors, one colleague told her to include a prechewed introduction to
explain what the book said she did, sardonically. advised her to use a pseudonym. New anthology anthology The writing, The Last Days in Hot Slit (Semiotext (e), edited by Joanna Fateman and Amy Scholder, suggests that the radical, fringed ideas she promoted, despite the personal and professional implications, may
seem less threatening today. It's also an opportunity to rethink your style. The collection combines the writing of Dvorin's major books, including excerpts from her two novels, Ice and Fire (1986) and Mercy (1990), as well as one of My Suicide, a twenty-four-word unpublished autobiographical essay from 1999 that
Dvorin's longtime partner, John Stoltenberg, a gay man and activist, found on his computer after her death. Dworkin was a clear, terribly persuasive writer, and much of this material reflects her argument, in Pornography: Men possessing women, that everything in life is part of it. Nothing is off in its own corner, isolated
from the rest. The anthology is not only a story about Dvorin's life, but also a presentation of her work; her project was to show how misogyny and violence against women were, like women themselves, a real, favorite word, and from an early age she offered her own experience as evidence. When she was a freshman at
Bennington College, she was arrested to protest the Vietnam War and taken to prison, where she was subjected to a brutal pelvic exam that resulted in her bleeding and being traumatized; At the urging of Grace Paley, a fellow protester whom Dworkin looked at in a phone book afterwards, she reported her story to the
newspapers, prompting a grand jury hearing. The prison was eventually closed. Between this stimulating incident that shamed her parents in New Jersey, and the publication of Woman Hating, nearly a decade later, Dvorkin worked as a prostitute, moved to Amsterdam to write about the anarchist Provo movement, and
married an activist who abused her. She came out of marriage, attributing her escape to a feminist, and vowed to become a real writer and... Use everything I knew to help women. The process of writing hatred of a woman showed her how much she knew; experience like her, with male dominance in sex or marital rape,
was not yet part of feminism in the early nineteen-seventies. Perhaps anticipating the mocking, vitriolic dismissal she will face throughout her life, Dworkin sets out her intentions in the very first sentence, with her trademark clarity and purpose: This book is an action, a political action where revolution is the goal. What's
more, it certainly wasn't an academic horsehit. The last claim is correct; first, for those who rate Dworkin may have been too convincing. What's so interesting to watch reading The Last Days is not her trajectory, but the way her style crystallizes around her beliefs. Dworkin saw time time writer as a sacred trust that many
of her peers have broken for money, and inextricably from this dedication was her love of texts and her faith in their power. Even when she acknowledged that she had worked with a broken instrument, a language that was sexist and discriminatory in nature, she sought to write prose more frightening than rape, more
degrading than torture, more persistent and destabilizing than beating, more desolate than prostitution, more invasive than incest, more filled with menace and aggression than pornography. Her suggestions barrel forward, heavily arming the reader with unlikely pauses or sharp images; they make you breathe where I
do, instead of letting you open your own natural breath. You could call it a male way of writing if you believe in this kind of distinction. It's almost like revenge, a contradiction of her rejection of simple equality: no freedom or justice in the exchange of a female role for a male role. In the foreword to the second edition of
Intercourse, Dvorkin describes the style of the book in terms of dominance, using the same phrases as to the sexual intercourse itself. Of the male authors she analyzes, she writes: I use them; I cut and cut into them to show them. The exhibition is affecting. While the book is organized by broad themes - Disgust,
Stigma, Possession-Dworkin is most at home in concrete when it holds extensive close readings in the old-school literary critic mode. For those who associate her with acute misandry, it may come as a surprise to find that her disdain, as it exists, is based on reviewed surveys by Bram Stoker, Kebe Abe, James Baldwin,
Tennessee Williams, and Isaac Bashevis Singer, among others. In the chapter on virginity, she turns to D. H. Lawrence, for whom virginity was her perfect tenderness in the body. Then, in little more than a page that includes three blocks of quotes- she compares her attitude, unfavorably, with Sofia Tolstoy, before
bringing in a dash of Calvino to prove that in the male frame, virginity is a state of passive expectation or vulnerability . . . she believes when a man, through sex, brings her to life. It's Lawrence's perfect phallic reality that leads her to one of the book's central questions: To what extent does sexual intercourse depend on
women's inferiority? Reading Dworkin, I often find myself trying to contortion into an agreement, while ignoring what she said in favor of what you would like her to say exactly what she asked people not to do. At the time she was writing, her prescriptions to read her and take her seriously, and her exasperated efforts to
clarify her intentions, were aimed more at her detractors; Now her defenders may be reminded to pay closer attention Text. Ariel Levy, a writer for this magazine, in her introduction to the twentieth anniversary edition of Intercors, points out that the discomfort in reading Dworkin is that if you accept what she says,
suddenly you should question everything: how you dress, how you write, your favorite movies, your sense of humor, and yes, how you fuck. If male dominance defines everything, even our language, believing Dworkin requires to be as hopeful as she was: she wanted nothing less than a complete rethink of the world, a
desire that even she deals with only occasionally, with varying degrees of specificity. Her measured lists to combat rape, which she considered a prerequisite for women's freedom, included a rigorous programme of simple definitions and recommendations that could be adopted; her proposal to re-examine sexual
intercourse, which for her was not necessarily rape, although she said that rape was the predominant model for sexual intercourse, and the relentlessness of her thinking left few options not to interpret it in a way largely vague or absurd. When she says that men will have to give up their precious erections, it makes
sense metaphorically - men should give up their dildo-centric personalities, as well as the privileges and powers given to them at birth. But it also seems to mean it literally that without authorized surgery just won't happen. She writes admiringly and in detail about Victoria Woodhall the materialist female first model of
intercourse, but while she insists that this is not some silly role reversal, it's hard to see how requires a woman to be a controlling and dominant partner, one whose desire is defined by an event, particularly different from what she calls a hollow equality swap. The baroque logic of Dvorin's arguments is usually balanced
by the straightforward conviction she gave them on the page. For Dvorin, the favorite vanity of male culture was the reproduction in its values and methodology of sexual reduction of the male sex ... Everything is divided into parts: intelligence from the sense and/or imagination; To act from the investigation; A symbol of
reality mind from the body. Dworkin's style worked against this; Her best writing uses a precisely layered reasoning mode in which no part can be separated from the rest. Her prose has a quick, natural fluidity that shows a holistic view of humanity; on one page it combines close readings of novels, historiography,

etymology, political cross-crosses and philosophical meditations, which themselves would be at home in a (big) novel. In recent days in a hot gap, the choice of Intercors includes a beautiful distinction of free will, which builds on the optimistic requirement to allow men to exercise more carefully has always been a kind of
irrationality for all the biological arguments that supposedly predetermine the inferior social status of women. Bulls mount cows and baboons to do whatever they want; but females don't have estus and they don't go in the heat... Only people face the often difficult reality of having the potential and making choices based
on the availability of capacity . . . We have opportunities and we invent values as we go along. The values we create or learn exist not only in our heads, in non-essential ideas. Our values also exist in our body - that we are, what we do, what we physically feel, what we physically know; and there is no personal
psychology that is separated from what the body has learned about life. However, when we look at a person's condition, including the condition of women, we act as if we are driven by biology or some metaphysically absolute dogma. We refuse to recognize our capabilities because we refuse to honor potential people,
including human women, to make choices. Men make choices, too. When will they want not to despise us? Us?
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